SUSTAINABILITY POLICY STATEMENT
G J Taylor Consultancy aims to encourage and contribute to the quality of the
neighbourhoods in which it works, to promote Sustainable Developments by ensuring
an understanding by all team members of client’s aims. It’s about “meeting present
needs without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own
needs”
We at G J Taylor Consultancy will, through Project Execution Plans (PEP) will try to
promote industry best practices to:
Ensure the wise use of all resources within a framework in which environmental, social and
economic factors are integrated
Adopt Green Guides such “The Green Guide to Housing Specification” in designing and delivering
developments, Low carbon trust recommendations and Sika reviews
Consider Lean Construction techniques (such as CLIP) with a focus on Waste Minimisation in
Construction
Consider options for recycling construction waste
Develop capacity within the business we work to promote better understanding of Sustainability
Support and engage in information exchanges to promote Sustainable Developments
Set best practice standards to meet, and or surpass requirements of environmental Legislation
and commit to a process of continual environmental improvement
Build on existing and new Partnerships to create local information and leaning networks with
project stakeholders (Sustainably Network Partnership Members)
Invest time and effort in staff, value stakeholders involvement and promote social inclusion and
equity
Develop Environmental and Sustainability Checklists for use in projects we are involved
encouraging high ratings under the Code for Sustainable Homes.
Develop better procurement procedures with all elements of the supply chain to ensure social,
ethical and environmental criteria are integrated into programmes aimed at achieving Best Value
for our clients
Promote practical measures to reduce the impact of travel to and between office, sites, clients
and stakeholders
Monitor and conduct reviews of policies, management performance standards and operations
against internal sustainability targets and best practice standards
Reduce consumption of office materials and paper by holding stationery amnesty and
encouraging use of both sides of paper, use of office recycling scheme for paper, think before
you print, better us of e-mail, and web based site information
Promote Energy efficient building systems and designs considering whole life costs
A Full Sustainability policy document is currently being updated and will be developed for publication in
the near, Website announcement
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